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The Jacobson-Smiley radical rad ‘2l of an alternative algebra ?l is the 
maximal ideal consisting entirely of elements z which are quasi-invertible in 
the sense that 1 - x is invertible. It has long been conjectured that, as in the 
associative case, the radical consists precisely of the elements z which are 
properly quasi-invertibIe in the sense that all az and %a (a E $3) are quasi- 
invertible. In this note we will establish this conjecture, We also show that 
proper quasi-invertibility of z is equivalent to the condition that s be 
quasi-invertible in all homotopes ‘$I t2) of !!l; this condition is more useful in 
practice than proper quasi-invertibility itself, and we use it to obtain short 
proofs of such results as that rad(e%e) = e%e n rad 21 for any idempotent e 
and that rad !23 = b fl rad % for any ideal 8. Throughout, heavy emphasis 
is placed on the passage from the alternative algebra *zI to the quadratic 
Jordan algebra %+ (in keeping with a standard procedure for noncommut- 
ative Jordan algebras); our results indicate the utility of Jordan techniques 
in the study of alternative algebras. 
1. PRELIRIINARIEB 
Throughout we assume 5% is an alternative algebra over an arbitrary but 
fixed commutative, associative ring of scaIars (which will play such an 
unimportant role that we will not bother to mention it further). Thus, 2l 
carries a bilinear product my satisfying the alternative laws 
x(xy) = x4, (ys),v = ys” 0) 
and as a consequence the jlexible ILZZIJ 
r(yx) = (xy)x. (2) 
For our purposes it will be equally important that ‘3 carries another structure: 
If we define a U-operator by 
U,=L&=R&, u,y = xyx (3 
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in terms of the left and right multiplicationsL, , R, by the element x ((2) says 
that L, and R, commute, or that parentheses are unnecessary in a product xyx), 
then the space 2I together with this cubic composition lJ,y forms a quadratic 
Jordan algebra a+, satisfying the axioms 
where 
v,&,.z = {xyz} = c!,,,y, u,,, = ur+z - u, - u, . (6) 
(This is a consequence of a general result for noncommutative Jordan 
algebras [2]; in the case of alternative algebras 2L the algebras 2l+ are actually 
special Jordan algebras). For our purposes the formula 
u,, = L,U,R, = R,U& (7) 
is more basic than (4) for it describes how the U-operator behaves with 
respect to the product y in 2X rather than the product xyx in 2l+. For these 
formulas and the following material on inverses and homotopes we refer to 
Ref. [6]. 
If 2I does not contain a unit element we can always adjoin one to get a 
unital algebra 2I’ 3 21. Two elements 3, y in a unital algebra are inverses if 
xy = yx := 1. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) x has an (alternative) inverse in 0-r; 
(ii) x has a (Jordan) inverse in 2l+; 
(iii) L, , R, are bijective; 
(iv) U, is bijective. 
(8) 
We say s is quasi-imertihle (abbreviated q.i.) with quasi-imerse y if 1 - x is 
invertible with inverse 1 - y in 2l (or 2l’ if 2l does not contain a unit). 
A similar definition is made for Jordan algebras, so in view of the above 
equivalence of (i) and (ii), we have the following statement: 
.x and y are quasi-inverses in 2I if and only if they 
are quasi-inverses in 2f+. (9) 
In 2I this is equivalent to the intrinsic condition 
x+y=xy=yx 
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as in associative algebras, while in ‘21’ it may be phrased in the following 
Jordan terms [3]: 
xcy = 2(x-ky) (x 0 y = xy -+ p), 
uzy = .x + y + 9, WI’ 
u,y2 =xey+x2--2. 
Given any two elements u, v of an alternative algebra +X we can define 
a new multiplication in CZI by 
x ‘IL,L’y = (m)(vy). 
?I together with this product forms a new alternative algebra called the 
u,v-homotope W” I v, of +?I. For our purposes we need only work with the 
(Zeft) u-homotope %(‘I) with product 
x .uy = (xu)y. 
We have the transitivity relation 
{(u(U’)(V) = OJiUVU’~ (11) 
We also have a notion of homotopy for Jordan algebras J, the U-operator in 
the homotope JtU) being defined by 
We have an important relation between alternative and Jordan homotopy: 
.p,u’)+ = {qpv))+, ((11(u))+ = (a+yu’, (13) 
These homotopy results are proved in [6]. Note that in these terms the 
quasi-invertibility conditions (10) become 
Ux,yZl = 2c.r + y), 
u,uuy = x + y + u,u, (14) 
uJJ,u,u = ul,,,u,y +- u,u - u,u 
in the homotope %X(u) or {91+)tU), in view of the formulas (12). 
Our technique will involve reducing questions about alternative algebras % 
and their homotopes ‘WU) to questions about Jordan algebras 3 = %+ and 
their homotopes J(*I) = {‘%+}(U) = (+WU)}+. Let us recall what we know about 
radicals in the Jordan theory (see Ref. [3]). We have the symmetry principle, 
that x is q.i. in J(Y) if and only if y is q.i. in J(I’, and the shifting principle, 
that x is q.i. in Jfczu) if and only if U,x is q.i. in J(S). An element z E J is 
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proper~ p.i. (p.q.i.) if it is q.i. in all homotopes 3@). If PQI(s) denotes the 
set of p.q.i. elements then PQI(s) is a q.i. subspace of J which concides 
with the Jacobson radicaZ rad J (the maximal ideal of J consisting entirely 
of q.i. elements). In the particular case when J = %JLf for ‘$I alternative, 
these results imply by (9) and (13) the symmetry principle, 
.V is q.i. in ?I@) if and only if y is q.i. in 2Vz) (15) 
and a shifting principle, 
s is q.i. in ‘%@Yz) if and only if XXX is q.i. in ‘WV). (16) 
If PQI(%) denotes the set of elements x p.q.i. in 9% in the sense that x is q.i. 
in all (alternative) homotopes ‘% tz), then again (9) and (13) imply 
PQI(%) = PQI(N+), (17) 
and this is a subspace all of whose elements are q.i. Furthermore, since for 
an arbitrary noncommutative Jordan algebra ‘u: the Jacobson radical rad W 
is the maximal ideal of ‘% contained in the radical rad %+ of the Jordan 
algebra ‘%I+ (see Ref. [4]), 
rad (LT C rad %I+ = PQI(%). (1% 
In the associative case, it is known that rad % = rad 2f+ (see Ref. [5]) 
and that rad % = PQI(2l) (see Ref. [3]), so it is reasonable to expect we 
actually have equality in (18) for alternative algebras as well. This will be the 
main result of this paper. 
2. CHARACTERIZATION 0~ THE RADICAL 
The shifting principle (16) only allows us to shift the Jordan operators U, . 
The following key result actually allows us to shift the alternative operators& , 
R, (though note L changes to R and vice versa when shifted): 
THEOREM 1 (General Shifting Theorem). The following conditions for 
elements x2’, y, z of an alternative algebra ‘% are equivalent: 
(i) 3c is q.i. in ~W@)- 
(ii) zcy is q,i. in W)~ 
(iii) x is q.i. in !Py); 
(iv) .zx is q.i. in 2P); 
(v) y is q.i. in 2W); 
(vi) y,z is q.i. in W”). 
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Proof. It suffices to prove only (i) 5 (ii). Indeed, if we are able to do this 
then by symmetry (1.5) we have (ii) 3 (iii), by cyclically permuting X, y, and z 
in (i) we obtain (iii) + (iv), and continuing in this way (iv) 5 (v) by 
symmetry, (v) =+ (vi) by permuting, (vi) + (i) by symmetry. 
So assume I is q-i. in ?P) with quasi-inverse w. From the asso- 
ciative case we would expect xy to have quasi-inverse WY in ‘Wj, since 
It* + w = ,v(yx)zu = w(y+ implies %y + WY = (Xy) .z(my) = (VJY) z(rg). To 
prove this in the alternative case, start from the relations (14) with X, y, and u 
replaced by x, 20, and yn: 
z;i,,*“u(Y~) = 21x + 4, 
UJJyzw = x + w + U,(yz), 
U,U.JJ,“(Y4 = ~~,ICU~ZW + U,(Y4 - ~~Xl(Y4. 
Multiplying on the left by R, gives 
R~JJwA,~ = 24,(x -i- 4, 
R, UJ,U,R,w = R,x + R,w $ R U L x Y ccl/r 
R,U&,U,R,UJ,x = R,U,,&,Z;‘,IZ,w -I- RJJJ+ -- RJJ,J+, 
where we have used (7) twice on U,, . But now we can use (7) (and its 
linearized version) to put the pieces back together, 
~rmm?l~ = 2(XY + WY), 
~dJz(WY) = xy + WY + Uz& 
uz,uJJw,~ = U,,,,,Uz(WY) + uzgz - ~-war.? 
which is by (14) just the condition that my, wy be quasi-inverses in W). 
This shows the advantage of Jordan methods; the above proof is fairly 
“clean” (based on nothing more than (7)), whereas a direct proof that 
;h + w = (x(yx))w = (w(yz)>X implies xy + wy = ((xy)z}(wy) = ((zuy)z)(xy) 
seems to be “messy”. 
Remark. In view of (9) and the first part of (13), we could also add the 
equivalent conditions 
(vii) X is q.i, in %(Y~z) 
(viii) y is q.i. in ?l(z~r) 
(ix) z is in q.i. in W*,g). 
We can now show that our definition of p.q-i. elements in terms of homo- 
topes coincides with the usual definition. 
PROPOSITION 1. z is q.i. in. +W) if and only if xx is q.i. in 2l, or, equivalently, 
xz is q.i. in. %. 
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Proof. This is clear from the general shifting principle if ‘?I has a unit; 
otherwise, the result holds in the unital algebra %‘, from which we deduce 
the result in ‘3 because an element a E 9f is q.i. in Cu’ or ‘Wz) if and only if it is 
q.i. in 2I or 2W. 
COROLLARY. x is p.q.i. if and only if all ax (OY all za) aye q.i. for a E ti. 
As a digression, we have the following not-so-trivial characterization of 
p.q.i. elements. 
PROPOSITION 2. x is p.q.i. if and only if all axa and zaz are q.i. for a E 2L 
Proof. If z is p.q.i., it is q.i. in all ‘Was), so by (16) (in the unital case, or 
by general shifting and Proposition 1 in the general case) all aza are q.i. in ‘$L 
Similarly z is q.i. in !Faa) so by Proposition 1 zax is q.i. in ‘%. 
Conversely, suppose al; aza and xaz are q.i. ; we must show each ax is q.i. 
Let 23 be a maximal associative subalgebra containing a and z; by Artin’s 
theorem with inverses, B is closed under quasi-inverses (in the unital case 
it is closed under inverses), so for b E 23 the fact that 6xb and z&z are q.i. in ‘3 
implies their quasi-inverses fall in .%3 and hence they are q.i. in 93. If ax is q.i. 
in 23 it will certainly be q.i. in ‘$I, so it @ices toprove the result when 23 = ‘3 
is associative. 
Here the result follows from the density theorem, as remarked by Professor 
Raplansky. It will be enough to show x belongs to rad 91. Let 9.X be an 
irreducible %-module, and suppose z(m) = n f- 0 for some m E 1111. Here +U 
acts as a dense ring of linear transformations on the right vector space YJ2 
over a division ring A, so if m, n are linearly independent, there is an a E *X 
with a(m) = m = a(n), in which case axa = uz(m) = a(n) = m. But 
(1 - aza)m = 0 is impossible for m f 0 since 1 - aza is invertible. If 
n = mS for 6 # 0, then there is an a E ?I with a(m) = mS-“, so 
xaz(m) = m(W2 S) = m and again (1 - zaz)m = 0 is impossible. In either 
case, our assumption x(m) # 0 leads to a contradiction, so x(%l2) = 0 for all 912 
and x E rad 9l. 
Remark. The condition that all aza be q.i. is not sufficient by itself for z 
to be p.q.i.: If 2l = A is a division ring and x # A” a nonsquare, then ,z # a-2 
implies aza f 1 and I - aza is invertible for any a, so all axa are q.i. yet 
the only p.q.i. element of A is 0. 
Returning to the main result, 
THEOREM 2. If $3 is an alternative algebra, then the Jacobson-Smiley radical 
of 9% coincides with the set of propwly quasi-invertible elements, 
rad ‘!J[ == rad ‘X+ = PQI(2l). 
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Proof. In view of the inclusions (18) we need only show PQI(%) C rad ‘+& 
and for this it is enough if PQI(%?l) is a q.i. ideal in 5%. In (17) we saw that it 
was a q.i. subspace, so it remains only to check that is closed under multi- 
plications by %I: 
z p.q.i. 5 nz, za p.q.i. 
for any a E Qt. But if z is p.q.i., it is q.i. in all homotopes ‘Wz) and Wea), so 
by the general shifting principle %a and azz are q.i. in all ?I(“) and thus are p=q.i. 
Remark. As a corollary, rad ?I contains all one-sided q.i. ideals %, 
because if x E 93 and a E 3, then az E 93 (if 23 is a left ideal) so az is q.i. Thus? 
z is p.q.i., and x E rad ‘9l. 
Note that once we established the general shifting principle, all other 
results followed by suitable juggling of homotopes (without the need of any 
further calculations). We will see more examples of this in the next section. 
3. APPLICATIONS 
In this section we use the homotopy-based definition of the radical to 
characterize the radicals of certain subalgebras of ‘21. In the notation of 
Ref. [3], Theorem 2 says that all Jordan algebras of the form J = %+ for 9I 
alternative have the property that rad(e%e)+ = e%e n rad %+ for any 
idempotent e and rad %+ x 23 n rad ‘LI+ for any Jordan ideal b; since 
any ideal % in !!I is also an ideal in %+, and since by Theorem 2 the radicals 
of 2I and %+ coincide, we conclude rad e?le = e%e n rad 5% and 
rad % = 23 n rad ‘u for any idempotent e and any ideal !l3 in ?I. However, 
we will give direct proofs of these without invoking the Jordan theory. 
THEOREM 3. If 93 is an ideal in ‘% then rad !I3 = % n rad %. 
Proof. Proofs of this are well known (e.g., Ref. [l]). First, note that an 
element is q.i. if (but not only if) its square is q.i. Second, if x is q.i. and 
belongs to an ideal 59, or a one-sided ideal, or more generally to a strict inzer 
ideal (a subspace !I3 such that b2 and bab belong to B for any b E % and a E Su), 
then its quasi-inverse y also belongs to !8: x + y = my = y?c implies 
y = x(yx - x) - x = xyyx - x2 - x. 
Thus z E L!3 n rad n,C * z is q.i. in all oJL@) + x is q.i. in all 23’“) (513(bj is still 
an ideal or strict inner ideal in 5X@)) * z E rad 93. Conversely, x E rad %3 * 2 
is q.i. in all Wzz’) (even in %tzza) since xz.z E LR) 5 all x2cz) = A-*%x are q.i. in 
‘W) (by symmetry) ti all N are q.i. in +W) 5 x E rad % (by symmetry). 
As we have just noted, the symmetry principle gives us an alternate 
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characterization of the radical as the set of elements x such that the homotope 
‘W) is q.i., rad 5X(*) = ‘W). 
For one-sided ideals we have 
THEOREM 4. If B is a left ideal in a, then 
rad8 = (x~23 1 BxCrad%}. 
Proof. 232 C rad ‘2I implies all bz are q.i. in % and hence (by our remark 
in Theorem 3) in !B, so by Proposition 1 z is p.q.i. in 8 and thus x E rad !B. 
Conversely, if x E rad B then z is q.i. in all %(zb) (X E ‘$I, b E S), so shifting, 
all x are q.i. in !ZVbz) (so even more in Wba)) and bx E rad 2l. 
Even though 2le is not a left ideal in general, only an inner ideal, we have 
the following: 
THEOREM 5. Ife is an idempotent, then rad %e = e(rad 2f)e + (1 - e) %e. 
Proof. x E rad 9le + x is q.i. in all (9fe)cze) e 2: is q.i. in all ?I(“&) + ez 
is q.i. in all ‘Wz) -+ ex E rad 9l. 
THEOREM 6. If e is an idempotent, then rad e2le = e%e n rad ‘$I. 
Proof. For z = eze ~e’%e we have x E rad e’$le= x is q.i. in all 
(e%e)(eze) 0 x is q.i. in all Wse) o x = exe is q.i. in all Wz) o x E rad %. 
These latter theorems are not so well known (see remark in Ref. [I, p. 471). 
The above result can be proved directly by explicitly constructing the ideal 
in ‘2X generated by rad e’Ue, then checking that all its elements are q.i. Since 
ideals, left ideals, and Peirce spaces e2fe are all examples of strict inner ideals, 
the foregoing are all special cases of the following general theorem. 
THEOREM 7. If B is a strict inner ideal in %, then 
rad B = (z E B 1 6xb E rad ‘$I for all 6 E 23). 
Proof. If all 6.~5 belong to rad %, then also (6.~)~ = (6~6)~ E rad 2l since 
rad 9l is an ideal, so (bx)” and consequently bz are q.i. for all b, so z E rad 8. 
Conversely, if x E rad 23 then x is q.i. in all 23(bzb) (since 6.zb E b for b E 8, 
x E ?I), hence in all ?I(bpD), and therefore bxb is q.i. in all Wz) so bz6 E rad ‘X 
Finally, the following result is known from the Jordan theory by a result 
of D. Lawver, but we include a direct proof: 
PROPOSITION 3. The radical of the u, v-homotope of % is 
rad ‘2W*) = {.z j (UV) Z(W) E rad ‘$I>. 
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Proof. By (13) and Theorem 2, rad ‘WU.U) = rad WM,~)+ = rad Wu+ = 
rad o_I(uo), and z E rad ~(u’o) + 6 is q-i. in all (\xtl(~~))(~i = ~~(u~~xcuo) 
(by (11)) * (w) x(m) is q.i. in all ‘$l(z) * (UV) X(W) E rad ?I. 
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